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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It appears that one of the most obvious things in society tocl.ay is 
the great prevalence and· intensity of hostility an_d conflict among various 
types of social groups. When this hostility takes the form of ethnic, 
r eligious, or r acial cleava ge it comes into conflict with the "American 
Creed". For this reason it affects all individuals, the practice of dem-
ocracy, as well as our international relations. 
Isabel Currier writes: 
If proof were needed of the importance of intergroup under-
standing in our time, it is obvious in the mere quantity 
of so-called 'racial books' which heve ooured off America 's 
presser like a flood of ticker tape during the past. five 
years. 
' The causes of prejudice, i ntolerance, and segregation are mqny and 
much research is going on today to get to the roots of prejudice. Along 
with these attempts to uncover the reasons for hostility, numerous 
organizations and people are attemot "ng to combat prejudice i n many ways . 
Many believe that t he best way to do this is to create better under-
standing of different groups. No studies have been made in Bos ton to 
determine the number of organizations who a.re doing thi s and t he degree 
of success. Settlement houses, because of their frequently mixed member-
ship, are in. a unioue osition to study prejudice and at the same time 
provide opportunities for overcoming it. Therefore, the writer has 
undertaken a study of the current practices in settlement houses in fos-
taring intercultural understand ing. 
l 
In undertaking to study t he current practices in f ostering inter-
cultural unders tanding the writer has based her thinking on the following 
questions : 
1. What methods , direct and indirect, are the set tlement hous es 
using to fost er intercultural understanding? 
2 . What are t he houses do ing to combat prejudice and alleviate t en-
sions when they exist among members? 
3. What is the phi l osophy and thinking behind the current practices? 
4. What factors , if any, are preventing the houses from fostering 
intercultural understanding to a greater extent ? 
5. What effect has the settlement's policy had upon the neighborhood? 
Twelve settlement houses were sel ected from the thirty wh i ch are in 
Greater Boston . They were selected on the basis of the different rac ial, 
r eligious , and national ity groups which l ive in the neighborhood served 
by the houses . An effort was made to have different t ypes of neighborhoods 
represented . As a result of this selection the houses selected served all 
variations of neighborhoods f rom a cosmopolitan nei: hborhood to a neigh-
borhood which included 90 per cent of one cultural group. 
Sources of data i ncluded information from t he United Settlsments of 
Greater Boston, materia l ga ined through interviews with the head workers , 
and/or other staff people who know the neiQ'hborhood a.nd the agency program , ! 
and through personal observation. Observat ion was l imited to experience 
with settlement houses and observation at the time of the interviews . 
The writer examined the material collected and combined th i s with 
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information obtained from the readings e.nd from personal observation . 
Conclusions were drawn on the basis of the material studied. 
Definitions 
------
Since some of the key words used by the writer mean different things 
to different people the writer here presents the meaning she attached to 
these words throughout the thesis. 
The word culturB.l is used by the writer to designate all racial , 
religious , and nationality groups. 
The word feeling is used in the negative sense. It was j udged to 
exist when a member might not be particularly liked just because he be-
longed to a certain cultural group. 
The word group is used to refer to both a group (club, class) meet in~ 
at a settlement house and a nationality or racia l pro -portion of the com-
munity . The sense in which it is used is made clear in each instance. 
The writer feels that the main limitation in a study of t hi s kind is 
the unavoidable element of subjectivity . To this are added the many 
factors , economic and social , which enter into and yet are not a p&rt of 
this study. 
The question of subjectivity arose particularly in regard to the 
amount of feeling there was between ~roups and the value of what was or 
was not done to foster intercultural understanding. The major lack of 
objectivity arose from the fact that in many cases the people involved in 
the situations (the people interviewed) were the ones evaluating the 
situation. 
Because of the l arge element of subjectivity this study can give only 
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a general impression of the current prac tices in fostering intercul t ura l 
understa.nding. It is in no way meant to be authoritative or definitive . 
CH..A.PTER II 
HISTORY AND PHIL02QPHY OF SETTLEMIBN'T' HOUSES 
Histor;z 
The settlement movement began in England in the l b80's . It followed 
the establishment of London's Working Men's College in 1854 by a Cambridge 
group under the leadership of Frederick Maurice. Charles Kingsley sub-
sequently brought churchmen, collegians , and workingmen into a united 
effort for the betterment of social conditions. University Extension 
started in 1567. 1 
The University Settlement .Associe.tion, ac ting as a committee for Ox-
ford and Cambridge Universities founded Toynbee Hall, the first Settlement , ~~ 
in London in July, 1884 . ". • • As a rrieans where by the thought, energy , I 
and public spirit of the University may be brought into the direct presence 
of the social and economic problems of our times. 112 
Early houses in America were a direct outgrowth of the English move-
ment. The first settlement in America, the University Settlement in New 
York City, was started in 1887 by Dr . Coit on the lower East Side. Dr. 
Coit founded this settlement after brief studies in England. Hull House 
was founded in Chicago in 1889 by Miss J a.ne Addams. In writinq o£: the 
founding of Hull House Miss Addams wrote: 
It is quite impossible for me to say in what proportion or 
degree the subjective necessity which lead to the founding 
of Hull House combined the three trends: (l) the desire 
to interpret the democracy in social terms; (2) the 
impulse beating at the very source of our lives urging us 
l I':a.i?r Lionel F. Ellis, Toynbe~ Hall and the Univers_ity_§et t le-
2 Arthur G. Ho lden , Ih£_§ettlement Idea , p. 13. 
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to aid in race problems; (3) the Christian movement toward 
itarianism. • • • The Settlement, then is an experimental 
effort to aid in the solution of the soc ial and industrial 
problems which are en,endered by t he modern conditions of 
life in a great city. 
human- ~ 
I 
The third settlement in America and the first in Boston, South End 
House, was established in 1892 by Professor William J. Tucker. Metro-
politan Boston with its characteristic districts , had by the close of the 
second decade of the twentieth century founded a house in each of its more 
congested areas. 
Houses were established in all the principal cities of the country in 
the early nineties, Today there are more than two hundred and fifty social 
settlements located in industrial c ities in the United States. Some are 
called Community Houses, others Neighborhood Centers, The program in one 
house differs from that in another, for each settlement tries to gear its 
program to t he particular needs of the people in the neighborhood. While 
some neighborhoods furnish membership of only one racial or cultura l group, 
most of the settlement groups are mixtures of many different bac1grounds. 
Both in .England and America t he movement began '"lith a first-hand 
resident study of neighborhood conditions and a general dissemination of 
the findings. This laboratory method has persisted through the years . 
The early "settlers" were clergymen, teachers, doctors, nurses, lawyers , 
and economists. Students from the universities came to conduct s tudies 
pertaining to sanitation, health, industry, social conditions among Negroes 
and immigrents, and other problems. The combined work of these pioneers 
roused the consc ience of the nation. Today city neighborhoods oresent as 
3 Jbi!.?:. p . 18. 
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many vital and challenging problems to workers in settlements.4 
While no two settlements are exactly alike in method or ln the 
character of the work they undertake , their basic philosophy is the same. 
Basic to their philosophy ls an interest in the smaller units of democracy 
-- the individual, the family, the small 2; roup, and the neighborhood , In 
all, regar dless of their activity or social emphasis, the factor of the 
neighborhood is the base of operations. 
The aims of the settlement are the building of a better social life 
through the development of character in individuals, the improvement of 
the environment in which the individual lives, and the offering of ex-
periences in democratic living. It is based upon respect for the person-
ali ty. 
The United Neighborhood Houses of New York issued the following 
Settlement Summary: 
The Settlements stand for service through neighborhood co-op-
eration. They have sought, for many years, to interpret 
the best in America to their foreign neighbors, and to 
cultivate for America all that those neighbors have 
brought to her of value. They have steadily worked to 
raise the ideals of life and to deepen spiritual values. 
They have served as interpreters between classes. They 
differ gr eatly in opinion and method. They unite in 
sympathy and common aims . They are working always for 
progress by orderly process of l aw and for an America 
in which all classes shall live and work in concor:i.5 
Settlements commit themselves to the proposition that all barriers of 
4 lt,rederick J. Soule, "Settlements and Neighborhood Houses. 11 
5 _Dl id_, p. 182. 
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race, creed or party must be surmounted. They have a strategic task of 
pioneer work in interracial and intercultural relations. 
As ~qajor Ellis says , n·rhe Settlements, if they are true to their 
tradition offer not a program of activity but a way of life."6 
6 Maj or Lionel F. Ellis, Toy~be~_Hall_and_~he_Universitx 
Sett1~gts, p. 4. 
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CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND OF THE TWELVE_~ETT1El~li12_2TUDIEQ 
A brief background of the twelve settlement houses is presented here 
in order to give the reader a better understanding of t he differences 
between the settlements that exist today. The following common factors 
are presented - the early beginnings of the se ttlements , the location and 
the cultural make- up of membership . 1 
Cambridge Community Center, 49 Howard Street, Cambridge , was organized 
in 1928 by Negro families i n the neighborhood . It was located in a four 
room abandoned school-house . By 1936 an inter-racial Board of Directors 
had been organi zed . The Board undertook a successful Building Fund 
Campaign in 1945 and 1946. A new building was built and the Center started 
moving in the fall of 1948. The Center is still in the process of be-
coming sett l es i n its new building. The Center is committed t o a policy 
of integration of the l'legroes and whites in the ne ighborhood and major 
emphases are being placed on a program which will bring this about. The 
membership is comprised mainly of Kegroes although the ~egroes compr .. ise 
only one-third of the neighborhood . 
Cambridge Neighborhood House, 79 Moore Street, Cambridge, was started 
in 1878 by Pauline Agass · z who recognized the need for recreational 
facilities in the lower port section of Cambridge . Miss Agassi z and her 
heirs were the sole supoort of the House until 1920 when a local committee 
was formed to r aise mo ney to purchase the house . The pr operty now ex-
. tends over nearly a city block . The membership is very cosmopolitan a s 
1947. 
1 This material was obtained from Sixty Years of Settlements 1887-
9 
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well as the neighborhood. 
I East End Union, 105 Spring Street, Cambridge, was started in 1875 wher l 
a Mission and Sunday School were started in rented rooms i n the lower port · 
area . "East End Christian Union" received a charter in 1889. In 1891 
a new building was erected on Brewery Street. By 1920 t he spread of 
industry made a change of location necessary. After a survey of the city, 
a building was secured in the exact center of East Cambridge. The present 
house was constructed in 1925. The policy of the house is to cooper te 
fully with other social agencies both public and private and to offer as 
broad and inclusive a program for all ages as possible. The membership, 
like the neighborhood , is made up of Italians, Irish, Scotch, Portuguese, 
and English. 
Elizabeth Peabody House , 357 Charles Street, Boston , was named for 
the kinderge.rten teacher who brought to the West End the training she 
had received in Germany. As a result of the efforts of ~~s. Eva ~hit ing 
White, the present building was erected in 1911. The house has always 
placed major emphasis upon the demonstration of needed services, followed 
by concerted action to have these services accepted by municipal au-
thorities. Emphasis has also been placed on individual services and cul-
tural and recreational opportunities. The neighborhood and the member-
ship is made up of over twenty-two cultural groups with Irisn and Italian 
predominating . 
North Brighton Community Center, Jl Lincoln Street, North Brighton, 
was started ;n 1918 by the Women 's Municipal League of Boston in order 
to have a permanent meet ing pl a ce "to carry on the teac hing of English 
L___ I'_ n 
~~==== 
to the women of foreign tongue in the neighborhood." Activities gradu-
ally widened in scope. In 1943 the Center severed connections with its 
founders and became an organization unto itself. The Center has the 
purpose of fostering among the peopl e of the neighborhood an anpreciation 
of the best in everything and the highest standarJs in wor¥ or play. The 
neighborhood and the membership are a mixture of Lithuanians, Armenians, 
Irish and Italians. 
Hecht House, 160 American Legion Hi ghway, Dorchester , grew out of the 
old Hebrew Industria l School for girls founded in 1689 by the late ¥~s. 
J-acob H. Hecht. In 1936 the House moved from the West End to its present 
building in Dorchester. The membership, like the neighborhood, is 90 
per cent Jewish. 
Jamaica Pla 'n Neighborhood House , 276 Amory Street , Jamaica Plain, 
originated from a boys 1 club a.nd a girls 1 club organized by a group of 
young women volunteers. By 1898 it was known as the Helen Welch House , 
and in 1902 it was incorporated as the Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House. 
It is the only group work agency in a wide city district and has a recent-
1 ly organi zed extension program for boys and girls :in the Roosevelt School. 
The membership and the neighborhood are a mixture of six or seven cultur al 
groups with Irish and Italian predominating. 
Lincoln House , 80 Emerald Street , Boston,devel oped out of a little 
boys 1 club started in 1888 by Miss Allen and Miss Williams. It has grown 
from a single room on the corner of Washington and Dover Streets to its 
present building on Emerald Street. In recent years the House has worked 
with neighborhood groups toward improving neighborhood conditions. The 
_j 
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membership and neighborhood are made up of Italian, Greek, Irish, and 
Negro. 
The Li ttle House, 275 East Cottaee Street, Dorchester, was founded in 
1906 as a model housekeeping center for girls. It was incorporated in 
1919. The gradual encroachment of industry and the demolition of sub-
standard houses began to cause a. decrease of fami l ies in the neighborhood 
in 1941. The population fell off to such an extent that it was obliged 
to seek a new unserved neighborhood. A church building, between Andrew 
Square and Savin Hill, was purchased. Little House moved to its new 
location in the spring of 1948. The make-up of the membership , like the 
neighborhood, is mainly Irish. 
Norfolk House Centre, 14 John Eliot Square, Roxbury, grew out of the 
1 South End Industrial School which was established in 1883 on Bartlett 
Street . The present building was acquired in 1914 and a broad program 
of community leadership was undertaken. The House has a large resident 
staff of graduate students who participate in the educational, recreation-
al, and socia l action efforts of the House . The make- up of the member-
' ship , like the neighborhood, is a mixture of many groups - Canadian, 
Irish , English, Negro, Italian, Armenian, a.nd Russian. 
Roxbury Neighborhood House , 858 Albany Street, Roxbury, grew out of 
a day nursery and kindergarten which were established in 1878 . The 
activities and interests expanded rapi dly and their original quarters were 
soon outgrown. In 1895 they moved to their present location. Its 
activities are adaoted to nee&as they arise and its aim is to supplement 
and reinforce t he programs of other institutions a.nd to stir the imagi-
1 
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nation of the neighborhood to unite its forces for the common good. The 
make-up of the membersh'p is mainly Irish and Italian, althoul!h the 
neighborhood also contains Megroes, Lithuanians, and Polish, 
South End House, 640 Harrison Avenue , Boston, was founded by Dr. 
William J. Tucker in 1691. Today there are three South End Houses: 
one on Union Park, one on Rutland Street, and one on Harrison Avenue. The 
Harrison Avenue one was used for this study. The activities of the House 
are based on the belief that 11 better neighborhoods make better nations. n2 
The membership, like the neighborhood, is comprised mainly of Irish, 
Syrian, and Italian. 
2 lbi£. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The very fact that all the Houses studied are settlement houses , with 
the settlement philosophy behind them, means that they have the over- all 
policy of "everyone is welcome. 11 They all stated that their policy was 
to serve the neighborhood and every one in it as best they could regard-
less of race, color, or creed. The Cambridge Community Center is the 
only one defin·itely committed to a nol i.cy of integration of the cultural 
groups in the neighborhood . 
The general racial and nationality make- up of the community , which 
each house served, was obtained from the person interviewed. The writer 
made no attempt to obta in the exact statistics because there are no def-
inate and set lines which mark the edge of the area served. Al so, as the 
houses do not keep a record of the race or nationality of its members, 
statistics on the make- U:;J of the membership could not be obtained. There-
' fore a comparison between the make- up of the neighborhood and the make-
up of the membership could not be made. 
All the houses, with the exception of one, reported that the cul tural 
groups in the neighborhood were represented in their house in approx · -
mately the same proportion as they were in the community. The Cambridge 
Community Center reported that \iegroes comprise the majority group in the 
Center while they comprise only a. bout one-third of the community ponula-
tion. The number of 1vhite people in this Center is very s mall. 
l 
TABLE I 
THE GENERAL RACIAL AND NJ TIONALITY MAKE-UP 
OF THE CQMJ''TTJ\TITIES SERVED B 7 THE HOUSE I 
SE~~t~~~NT ___ ~~o~Rg~~~P --M~~o~~g~~~P --~~~~~~~~~~I0:-------- 1 
===·=--::.-::.-::_----==-- -------- --========-=~~:_T~~~~~~OUP=S=====:= 
Cambridge 
Community 
Center 
Negro (33. 2%) 
Iris , Italian 
Portuguese 
Russian 
Lithuanian Chinese 
,-- -- --------------------··--·--·---~-.,--~---· Cambridge Synt hetic neigh-
N · hb h d " l "t * borhood hou ing elg or oo uosmopo l an projects have ob-
Hotise _________________ _ _ltgf~-cul tu~= 
I 
East End Ita~ian,.Jrish 
Uni on Pollsh,ocotch i Portuguese Negr o 
1 ------~~g __ _ h_. s_· h _____ _ ~ - ----------------------------
' Elizabeth Irish 
Peabody 
Bouse 
-r:talian '"Tewish 22 Nation-
alities 
J_H_e_c·h-t----------------- ----------· ----·~- ------
1 House tT ewish ( 90%) Irish 
~amaica Plain--Irish Gree k, Syrian 
j ~eighborhood Canadian It lian Negro 
incoln H~-Italian ------- -------30 ;the;--------rBouse German Greek, Irish N tional- ,. 
:!'legro ( l/3) ities . 
--1-ittl;-H-ou-.-se------------Poll~------ ---------- ---~ 
I rish Italian 
1 
T.J i thuanian 
~--N-orf;·..;.ii_k ______ G __ a_n __ a_d_i __ a~------N;g;;;It-alia;-;----J e-w-i;_h____ ---- 1 
House 
Centre 
Irish Armenian Latvian 
F.nglish Russian 
------------------------------
North BrightoP Lithuani an 
Community Armenian 
Irish 
I talian 
Center :----------------- ·------------ ------ ---·--· --·----Roxbury Irish · Negro 
Neighborhood Italian · Polish ·· 
House --------------·:.i ~~-la:l_· a_n - ---'----- ---- -------- - ' 
Irish 
Syrian 
tal ian Greek 
South End 
House 
Harrison Ave. ~~~~~~~-------------------------------------·----------- ------------11 
* Cos~opol itan - Representatives of a great many groups with ao one 
~roup h ving a large representation 
16 
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The cultural groups against which there is feeling, if an , and 
approximate degree of feeling in the different communities was estimated 
by the people interviewed. The accur ateness of the information is not 
known because of the great degree of subjectivity which enters such an 
evaluation. The estimations made depended entirely upon the evaluation 
of a few people. They were told to j ud'!e feeling to exist when a member 
might not be particularly liked just because he belon~ed to a certain cul-
tural group. borne did not consider that there was any feeling between 
1 groups unless there were open signs of tension and conflict , ther neople 
were able to judge feeling which was not so open, The wr iter had to rely 
wholly upon the judgement of the peonle interviewed as the ouestion, by its 
very nature, is purely a matter of judgment and evaluation, They were 
, asked to estimate the degree of feeling as great, strong, some, or slight. 
(See Table on the next page .) 
The general cultural make-up of the activity groups in _the Houses 
varied depend i ng on whether they were interest gr oups, social ~roups , or 
mass activities . Five of the houses (Cambridge Neighborhood House, 
, Elizabeth Peabody House, Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House, North Brighton 
Community Center, and Sout h End House - Harrison Avenue) reported that all 
of their groups in the three divis ions were completely mixed. 
In regard to the intere t groups , eight of the houses rep rted that 
their groups were completely mixed . At Hecht House there was a. very s l i ght 
mixture of nentiles with the Jews; at East End Union they were completely 
mixed except that the few Negroe s in the Neighborhood did not come into 
I 
I 
TABLE II 
DEGREE OF FEELING AGAIN.ST DIFFERF:NT 
CULTURAL GROUPS 
-----------
----------------------------
II 
I 18 
S~TTLEMENT 
HOUSES 
0 ROUP S TF-P~RE IS 
FEELING AGAINST 
APPROJ:IlM TE 
DEGREE OF FEELING 
I ---Ca-;;;bridge ------;;;;---===--==== ;so=m=e==*==== 
I 
==4 Community White Strong 
Center Catholic _ Some 
-----------------------------------~---------------- ----
Cambridge 
Neighborhood None 
. House 
,---'E;s t -E~d- --------- - - -------- - ---------------
1 Union None 
----- -------Elizabeth 
Peabody 
Hou e 
Hecht 
Ho se 
None 
J ews 
Catholic 
-------------- ·~-------Jama~ca Plain 
Neighborhood 
House 
Lincoln House 
None 
Negro 
Some 
Slight 
-~----------
Slight 
----- ------------- - ------·---
Little House 
Norfolk House 
Centre 
North Brighton 
Community 
Center 
Roxbury 
Neighborhood 
None 
Jews 
Negro 
Between Armenian and 
Lithuanian Irish and 
Lithuanian Jews 
Negro 
Between Irish and 
Lithuanian 
Slight 
Slight 
Some 
Some 
Strong 
Strong 
Some I House 
---------.-------------- - -------------- -/ South End House 
· Harrison Avenue None 
i --------- ----
1
1 *Degree 
scale 
great 
strong 
~~Teht 
--------------------
19 
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the house; Cambridge Community Center reported mixture in only the Thuro- 1===== 
day morning gym class , the Home Industries Class, and one basketball team; :I 
I 
Roxbury Neighborhood House reported mixture in the choral group , folY. 
dance group, gym, and games. 
ln the social groups only the five hous es mentioned earlier reported 
complete mixture . Mos t of the gr oups at Hecht House are com9letely 
Jewish; at Little House the childrens' groups are comple te l y mixed but 
the a.dult groups are mainly j ust Irish ; a.t the .Norfolk House most are 
mixed to some extent exceDt for an Armenian Women's Club, a Mothers ' Club 
which i s mainly Irish , and a few t een- age clubs ; a t the Roxbury Neighbor-
hood House the scouts are the only mixed group while the others are made 
up of Irish and Italian; a t Li ncoln House the camp and the dance com-
mittee are the only co mpletely mixed social groups while the others , ex-
cept for an Italian Mothers' C lu~ are either mixed white or negro; at 
East End Union the playground group is completely mixed while all other 
groups are mixed except that none of the few negroes in t he neighborhood 
are in any of them; a t Cambridge Community Center t he nurser r, Friends 
of the Center, and all committee s are mixed while all other social groups 
are composed of just negroes . 
In ma ss activities nine houses reported complete mixture . The 
Cambridge Community Center reported that a few special events , like 
childrens Christmas part ies, are mixed , but the rest are j ust composed 
of negroes; Li ncoln House reported that mos t mass activities were mixed 
but that t here is little mixture in adult mass activities ; Roxbury 
Neighborhood House reported that there is very little mixture in mass 
I 
I 
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L 
activities, all mainly comnosed of just Irish and Italian . 
Al J. of the twelve houses reported that they selected volunteer 
workers entirely on the basis of qualifications. The race , nationality, 
or religion of the vo lunteer is not considered either in the selection 
of the volunteers or in deciding the t ype of groups with which they will 
work. All the houses take 11 any and all " qualified volunteers they can 
obtain . 
The ma in basis for the selection of paid workers in all t he houses 
i s the qualification of the worker. Hecht House makes a noint of hir · na 
- 0 
only J ewish professiona l workers because the m8ke-up of their proe-ram 
necessitates a good knowledge of J ewish culture. The Roxbury Neighborhood 
House ma.kes a definite effort to have representatives of all t he large 
racie. l groups on their staff. East End Union and Cambridge Neighborhood 
House try to see that the workers ar e not all from one cultural gr oup. 
In the other houses the race , nationality, or religion of a person does 
not enter in at all in the selection of the paid workers. 
]\Tone of the houses , with the exception of the Cambridge Ne i ghborhood 
House , have any activities which are conducted with the main purpose 
being to pr omote intercul turc:.l understanding. Most of the hou es have a 
few activities which promote some i ntercultural understanding because of 
the content of the activity or the different. cultur al groups participa ting 
in the activity. 
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TABLE III 
INTER-CUI.TURAL MI XTURE OF GROUPS 
~----
INTC!:REST GROUPS SOCIAL '}R.OUPS JIJIASS ACTIVITIES 
1 Settlement.,.~ -------~cil~:-T-------LJN'E':-aR----~- ON.b; oR ·-
Houses I MI XED MORn; 1 MIXED MORE j rv;rxED R:ORE I CUI.Tl.l_R...:!_l____ . GUL t_UR~-+---------CUI..:_TUR~ i 
j Cambridge 1Thurs1morn.!All others !' Nursery jAll o thers !Few snec i a ll Most are j IC 't 1o-ym c a~s 1 · t fr1en ds O.ll • t 1., t · t 
I 
ommun1 y lj tli bts.Ket-1 J US 1 center 1 JUS 1even s 1 J US:_j 
Center ~ ~1g1Jl~ 1~~~8 _j negroes I Ap- com- I negroes 1 Chri~tmas 1 negro --------itrl~~_£~~---------~lt~ee~~----------l_Eart~---1-----
Cambridge 1 I I i l I I 
Neighbor- 11 All I I All I I All I I I I I hood ~~~---------j _ _______ j __ ___ j. ________ :_ __ i I 
East End I · I I All I 1 
Union I All I . l(no ne~to I I 
j I (no negro) I lul~~~~ound ~ I 
Elizabethl - _l_,u, _____ J~-----~-----+-------
1 Peabody 1 ll l AlJ 1 I All j
1 
House 1 1 1 I 
1
: Hecht --Tsught 1 usu;ny-lsiigtt---t-us;;ny_i___ ------~1 
House ·, mixture I all I mixture I all I All I 
'I I Jewish I I Jewish I I 
J am;i~;---t------~-----·-~---------~ -------~--------~- ------1 
Pl?lr. 1 All 1 1 All 1 1 All 1 He1gnoor- 1 1 · 1 1 1 I 
1 
~L~o~-i~:.ll'-------+-----:--f.ca.m"Pino:--tnaTran·--1---~--t-l -~~--1-t-- I 
lnc o n I . ' Dance com. I mot;liers Cl ljtb JV•OS y I Aa u s I' 
I House · I All l lother9 main-~~gro co:E¥~ all jli ttle I I lhYO'WhJ.te or 1' 6 _dib~0 ~ . mixed I mixing 
I
. Little----t----------~--------1c~if~;~~--TrrisE-woffie~1s _______ ~r-- ----- I 
1 1 r 1 club r 1 I 
House j All I I all mixed I Adult grou~s Al 1 ' 
1-N f--1:---+--------f-----·-----fs~outs , --t~:~~~~a~:~Tf~~------+-------
1 
or o r, 1 I 1 others mixl women s cl b 1 
House I All I I to ~0 ~18 1 Moth~r ' s C ub All 1 
11 
Qent~--~----f----------- r ~~~~nt __ L~:::~:_12 ___ l ------------L-------
North 1 t I I I 1 ; 
j BrightQ£ 1 All t 1 · Hl 1 i All I 1( Commun1r...y I I I • 1 1 ~enter ___ L ____ I-----h"tfi---- l-----r' ----- -- --t-------+--------i, 
Roxbury ' I ~n~~a d gr.l No mii~ure l Girls Irish and 1 IIIfJainly 1 
Neighbor- I g~. - ~~gel of white I Scouts I ~talian I I jl;lSt I 
hood Housel games sewland negro I 1 only 1 1 Ir1s~ a nd 
-, J--~£1ass t- ~--------L---------..L-----~~~~;!:.~~Q---~ ! South End I 1 1 I I I 
House I All I I All I 'I AlJ 1 Harr1son I 1 1 I t 
Avenue I I 1 1 
All 
The Cambridge Neighborhood House last summer sent groups of children 
to visit the playground at t he Cambridge Community Center . A group of 
young negr o ·· and white children had a "wienie roast 11 • The children had 
an enjoyable time together. It was felt that the chi l dren had the ex-
\ perience of having a plea sant contact with a different group. The carry 
over value could not be estimated. 
The Little House sometimes ha s plays which d\3pict the trad itions of 
different culture s. At Christmas time a play was g iven which showed some 
of the Irish traditions . The house ha.s a Women 1 s Group which s.dvises and 
worl<-s with the staff on the problems of the agency . The grouo is ma i nly 
Irish , li¥e the community, but the other few groups in the neighborhood 
are represented. This gives them a chance to work on common oroblems to-
gether . 
I'Torth Bright on Community Center has a. Women's Club with five nation-
alities represented in it . The women have the opportunity t o find out 
that they can work together and see how much their problems a.re alike. 
The ':Vomen 1 s Club took over the last Christmas "Party at which every nation-
ality was represented. Each nationality made some nationality food and 
the .Christmas carols were sung by each group. At day camp, for two years , 
different nationality dances in native costumes have been held outdoors. 
Attention was also focused on American tradition and fol¥lore. These 
activities have created a greater understanding and appreciation of the 
different groups . 
L"ncoln House has a summer camp which is completely mixed. The 
children always cooperate and have an enjoyable time together. There is 
,-! ----
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some carry over in that the camp alumni cooperate in running the teen- ge 
dance but there is not a noticeable increase in relationships between the 
negroes and whites after they leave camp. The I\~others and Daughters 
Banquet offers an opportunity for diffe rent groups to come together 
soc ially. All groups cooperate i n running and attending the Vanishing 
Teas which ar 8 held to r aise money for camp . These events g i ve t he 
members the experience of working together for a common cause. The 
different gr oups mix and mingle a t Open House and Co- Ed Ni ght . The groups 
mix f a irly well when there is a definite progr am but the carry over into 
every day r elationships is not felt to be very great. 
South End House on Harrison Avenue has a camp, Winning Fa:r:m, for 
girls which is completely mixed , The girls are signed up as t hey a::mly 
regardless of race or color. Last summer the Syrian mothers cooked a 
Syr · an meal for all t he camo girls. The camD has recently started t he 
policy of having a visiting day for Darents. They feel that this is very 
educationa l for the pe.rents because they have an opportunity to see all 
different races and nationaDties living, workin g: :, and playing together 
and enjoying it. 
Elizabeth Peabody House had an "Americans All " Summer Day Camp which 
lasted f ive weeks . They taught the dances , songs, and games of di fferen t 
nationalities to the childr en who ranged in age from eight to fourteen . 
Different ne ighborhood peonle were used in this activity. Each brought 
something from his other nationality country. It was considered very 
successful in showing the contributions of the diff erent nationalities to 
American culture . This house is constantly having progr ams of differen t 
I 
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countries. They have folk festivals in which all groups participate. A 
greater unders t nding and appreciation by the different groups for each 
other is obtained in these different ways . Different grouns are brought 
together by a common interest and appreciation of art by t he Operetta 
Company, which has been mixed, for twenty-two years . This also shows what 
is possible when people from many cultural groups work together. 
Roxbury Neighborhood House has a mixed girl scouting program whi ch 
has been quite successful. It has begun to h8.ve a slight carry over into 
other activities which the ~ scouts . enter . The folk dancing classes are 
mixed. This gives an opportunity to the children to have a close contact 
with each other without them thinking of it as such . The Women's Club has 
only Irish and Italians in it but the head worker brings to t he Club's . 
attention the goo d points of the negroes whenever it is possible. This 
group affords a good opportunity for informal discussion of i ntercultural 
problems which the staff worker takes a dvanta~e of whenever she is able 
to do so• The Roxbury Neighborhood House Camp is mixed. There are only 
about th i rty at camn at one time but usually there are two or three 
negroes among them. i'ihile this is a good experience for the children, 
living , playing and working together, there does not seem to be much 
carry over. 
The Jamaica Pla in Neighborhood House stresses mostly American culture . 
Once in a while different people in the Mothers' Club will tell about the 
customs and traditions of their cultural bac kgr ound . Family night in the 
summer, with an outdoor movie and dance offers an onn rtunity for all 
members of the family to meet and socialize with the different cultural 
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groups. 
The Hecht House stresses Brotherhood ~eek in all its groups and 
attempts to :out across the idea of "Americans All ". Their summer day 
camp has a higher mixture of Gentiles with the Jews than mo s t groups 
within t he House. Here the children have the chance to have a. pleasant 
play experience with other children. 
The Cambridge Community Center had mixed Christmas parties which 
showed the children that they could have an en j oyable time together. The 
fashion group had a mixed Christmas Party which afforded both negroes and 
whites a pleasant socializing experience. Quaker Friends have helped fix 
the furniture for t he Center. In doing t his both the negroes and whites 
worked on a pro j ect of common interest. It also showed the nositive 
interest of t he whites in the Center. 
Norfolk House has a mixed scouting program which has some carry over 
into other groups . Each yea r a banquet is g iven for all the women club 
members. This i s done by a committee made up of repr esentatives from all 
the women's clubs and classes. Here all the different groups come to-
gether and work on a common project . This activity was fostered to bring 
grouDs of the house together. Through this activity Armenian wo men , who 
never came to other groups , got to know other peoole and now do more for 
the community and enter into other activities. The Child .Study Group is 
completely mixed. They have had discussions about different reli.G"ions 
and the problem of discrimination . The different relig ions and nation-
alities r epr esented in t t is gr oup have afforded t he members the onnor-
tunities to know more about other groups . The similar ities as well a s t he I 
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differences between them are learned through informal discussions. A I 
resident , who was a student from Germany, s ;:>olre to many groups bout her 
country and the people in it. As a r esult of one of her tallrs the girls 
in a sma lJ club became interested in writing letters to girls in Qermany. 
They were between the ages of nine and twelve. 
Basic to the philosoppy of settlement houses is an interest in the 
neighborhood and the improvement of the environment in which the indi-
vidual lives. Therefore community activities, social action, and coop-
eration with community pro j ects are basicly a part of a settlement ' s pur -
pose. A settlement should therefore support and take the lead , when nee-
essary, in a ctivities which are for the develooment and improvement of the 
1 
neighborhood. 
All of the houses participate in or help to oromote some co mmunity 
activity. The degree of success and the amount of participation varies 
greatly with each house. These activities offer an opoortunity for all 
groups in the neighborhood to work together on something of common i nter-
est or concern to them. When the ~ctivity is successful, it shows them 
what can be done when they cooperate and work together. 
The Little House works with the Community on Social Action. At times 
the house takes the lea d while at other times they just back the community . 
One of t he things the house and the community is now attempting to do is to 
have the city ms.ke the street in front of the settlement a one We.y street 
so that it will be safer for the children in the neighborhood. 
North Brighton Community Center snonsors a neighborhood council , 
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North Brighton Improvement Center. The council is made up of merchants, 
neighborhood people, and representatives of different organizations. The 
House focuses the attention of the council upon i.muroving their community 
f r the coming generation. They work together to obta in and bring about 
community improvements. The council plays a la ge part in the policy 
making of the settlement house. Last year the council g~ve a. Halloween 
and a Christmas party for all the children in the neighborhoon . The 
Christmas part y was held in the Lithuanian Hall . Uo until a few years 
ago no one except Lithuanians were allowed to use this Hall. 
Lincoln House sponsors a Senior Council which is composed of rep-
resentat ives, over eighteen from all the clubs in t he house. These adults 
are concerned not only with the house but also with the neighborhood . 
They work together on improvements for the neighborhood. 
The South End House , Harrison Avenue, is part of the South-End Joint 
Planning Commission which is composed of people from all cul tural groups. 
I The aim is to improve the South-E~d and solve some · of the many problems 
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facing that section of Boston. Problems which face them all are "tackled" 
by the people in the neighborhood working together. 
The Elizabeth Peabody House promotes the Wes t-End Improvement League. 
The League has as its aim the improvement and cleaning up of t he neighbor-
hood. The house sanctions it and gives advice. 
The East End Union and the Cambridge Community Center are trying to 
start a neighborhood council. So far they have had very little success. 
The Cambridge Community Center neighborhood is very church conscious and 
the adults do a lot for the church . This is one of the reasons why many 
n 
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adults do not have the time nor see the need for a neighborhood council. 
The Houses are continuing to work on t he es tablishment of a council. 
The Roxbury Neighborhood House has promot ed and helned the people 
of the neighborhood to establish a Credit Union. The Union i s represen-
t ati:ve of and serves the different peoole in the neighborhood . It offers 
them an opportunity to work together in a more business lHe way than 
usual. It necessitates the t aking of a more objective attitude towards 
people t han they do i n most of their contacts with each other . At the 
present time the house is trying to promote a "fs.mily living" community 
project . They are approac hing different organizations and groups to 
bring them into the project . The house is also trying to bring about a 
change in the Roxbury Neighborhood Council which, at the present time, 
consists of only prof essional people. They are trying to have the counc il 
bring lay people into the cou~c il and make it a truly neighborhood council. ! 
With the accomplishment of this end they hope that the council will be 
more effective and do more for the community . 
The Jamaica Plain J.~eighborhood House sponsors a ne i ghborhood council. 
It is composed of people in the community , organizations, and churches, 
The house reported the council to be f airly alert. The council t akes 
stands on issues and t ries to use its influence to bring about social 
action. The house sponsors a neighborhood teen-age dance outdoors and a 
family night in the summer. This brings a much greater percentage of the 
neighborhood together in a pleasant social contac t . 
Hecht House has been -affiliated with a community wide parents ' meet-
ing for the sing le school session. The house also played a part in the 
I 
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building of a community health unit . The staff f eels that it has played 
a small role in meet ing community needs outside of the needs their pro-
gram meets. There is some antagonism on the part of some of the community 
because they resent the fact that Hecht House does not do more in comm-
unity things and activities. 
Cambridge Community Center has cooperated and worked wi th the Civic 
Unity Commi ttee in Cambridge. The Hume.n Relations Institute was held at 
the Center last year. This has b r:-ought the larger community into contact 
with the local community. They are working together to make the public 
aware of t he problems along the intercultural line, trying to find the 
causes of prejudice and the best way to solve these problems. The fund 
of $150,000 for the new building of the center was raised by a combined 
total community effort . All the different cultural groups in the neigh-
borhood did what they could to rais e the fund even if they were not 
affiliated with the center. 
Norfolk House participates with representatives of all the cultural 
groups and org n · zations in the neighborhood in planning the Roxbury Day 
celebrat ion every year. At the celebration representatives of all racial 
and religious groups take part. The house also participates in the 
Patriots Day Celebration and its planning with the different groups in 
the community which include the politicians and t he schools. The coop-
eration of the house is -iven to the Kiddie Christmas Benefit Committee 
which is composed of representatives from the different clubs and inter-
ested local people. This committee gives a benefit each year to r a ise 
funds for Christmas parties for the kids. The committee members gain a 
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better understanding of each other and of Norfolk House through this 
activity. 
Six of the settlements felt that there was no prejudice amon~ their 
members while only three felt that there was strong prejudice. ~.:any did 
not feel the need to do anything to combat prejudice for this reason. 
They felt t hat unless there were actual conflicts that it was not nee-
essary to try to combat nrejudice. 
Little House, East End Union, Cambridge Neighborhood House, South 
End House, and Elizabeth Peabody House did not see any necessity or 
reason to combat prejudice in their houses, althou~h they did say that if 
the occasion arose, they would do something. 
Jamaica Plain JI.Teighborhood House thought that it was bes t to treat 
the problem as if it did not exist. North Brighton Community Center 
felt that an issue should not be made of prejudice. They expressed the 
belief that if you make the progr am attractive enough you do not have to 
worry about prejudice among your members because then people do not have 
opportunity for prejudices . 
Lincoln House felt that you should not be greatly concerned with com-
batting prejudice. They felt that a program of prevention could only be 
based upon anticipation and imagination. However, they bring thi~gs up 
for discussion with individuals and groups when they th ink a misunderstand-
ing might result from taking a certain collrse . 
Roxbury Neighborhood House tries to combat prejudice by encouraging 
all groups to be mixed. Whenever possible they get people to wo r k to-
gether for a common cause. In informal discussions they make it evident 
I 
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I to people th t the House treats all r aces and creeds alike. 
li The Hecht House st~ted that during periods of tens ion and conflict 
it does a lot to combat orejudice, such a s encourag ing or otest mee tings 
and suggestihg teaching boxing t o members. However when there is no 
obvious tension or open confl ict the house does not do anythin~ along 
th i s line . 
Cambridge Community Cent e r has attemot ed to combat pr ejudice by going 
to t he families in the neighborhood end exola i nbg their stand and oolicy 
of integr at i on. They r e ceived from m ny oarents the promise that they 
would cooner ate. The center ol&ns to develop as fast as possible other 
' activities which will have a common anpesl. In t his way, by reach ing out 
for the human element , they hope to combat prejudice . 
Norfolk House tries to combat pre judice by bringing different groups 
and individuals t ogether in a pleasant ePn satisfy in? experience. They 
1 also combat it by attem-1ting to see t hat all peo _9 le are treated f airly 11d 
1 exol ining on an i nd "v i dual basis when misunderstanding s arise. 
Many of these t hings are done by many houses but mo st do not do t hem 
for the exoress ouroose of co mbatting prejudice. No r do they regar d it 
as such or t hi nk of it s a ccom9lishing t his end. Anyt hing t hat is dor.e 
to promote intercultural understanding, if it is successful , i oe s at the 
same time combat prejudice to .some degree at least. The difference lies 
in whethe r they s t r es s the positive or t he negative. The writer has 
a ttempted to use the pUrf>ose of t he house t o determine whether wh t the 
agency was doing constitut ed a way of combatting prejudi ce . 
- ___ j_ 
Most of the Houses do not make a specia l effort to get mixed groups 
to succeed, The reason fo r t his i s t hat t he oeonle who are in mixed 
roups a re there of their own free choi ce and usually have expected t he 
make-up of t he ~roUJ? before t hey jo in it . 
The gener a l ooinion is that in interest groups the membe r s j oin be-
cause of their intere s t in the particula r s kill offered and the cultural 
make-up of the group is not important. This is shown by t he f act that 
i nt ere s t groups are mixed in ni ':le of t he houses. However , .Norfolk House 
felt t hat in some intere s t groups a special effort was necessa r y to ob-
tain success. They felt t hat the fact that th~ knitting cla s s had almost 
a s many negr oes as white s throughout the whole yea r was the resul t of a 
soecial effort on the oart of the leaders t o make the negroes feel as 
welcome and a s much a part of the gr oup as the wh ites . The f a ilure of 
the sewing class to keep its negro $embers was attributed to the f a ct tha t 
a soecia l effort was not made to make t hem feel at horne although they were 
treated j ust l" ke the other members. At the same time the success of the 
mixed carpentry class was felt t o be due to the interest of t he members 
in t he s kill and not because any suecial effort was made to have it 
succeed as a mixed group . 
The Eli zabeth Peabody House makes a specia l effo rt to keep all groups 
mixed. They feel that if they did not make a special effort to keep others 
active when Jewish or Irish people a r e in a grou1J that the grou_1 miqht be-
come exclusively an Irish or Jewish group . This would ha~pen because the 
_l 
Jewish a nd Irish people seem to have more initiative t han the other people. 
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Jorth Bright on Community Center has to be careful in its apnroach to 
t he Lithuanians. The hou e is aware of some feel i ng between L:lthue.nians , 
I- ish , and Armenians and therefore makes a special effort to have mixed 
grou ps succeed. They feel that the break between the Irish and Lithuan-
li ians in the American Au..xilia r y, which meets at the house , is an indication 'I 
), 
of what mi '!ht happen if the house did not ma.ke a spec i al positive effort . jl 
The Lithuanians have withdrawn from the Auzi · ar y. (The Ame rican Aux "lia ry 11 
just uses the house as a meeting nlace and does not come under the super-
II 
vision of the house.) 
Cambridge Community Center feels that t hey have to make a snecial 
effort to get groups mixed and help them be successful. East End Union 
made a nositive effort to get the negr o children t o come to the playground 
, last summer and wer e fairly successf ul ; howeve r, they have not made a 
special effort this winter to bring negroes into the house with t he result 
t hat t he negroes have not come into t ne house to any extent at all. 
The houses, which are five in number , tha t make a posit i ve effort to 
have groups mixed, a lso ma ke a special effort to get them to succeed once 
they are formed. The other houses feel that the rouns should j us t form 
naturally a~d therefore a special effort is not nece ssary to get a mixed 
roup t o succeed. 
The policy of seven of t he Houses limit the fost ering of intercultural 
understanding to a greater extent. They either do not see the necess i t y 
fo r it or do not think tha t this i s the way to anproach t he prejudice 
problem. 'rhe other houses are limited by f a ct ors which are outside of the 
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house policy , but within the community. 
Cambridge Community Center ane East End Union believe that if you 
are too cons cious of lack of understanding you are aut to read into 
things factors which are not there. This policy results in their fos -
tering intercultu:r l understanding just when occasions a.rise . 
Elizabeth Peabody House sees no need for fosteri ng interc'.ll tural 
understanding to any greater extent. They believe that there is no feel-
ing between d ' fferent groups in the house. What understanding is needed 
is being developed by the minq,l ing of the individual in the mixed groups 
' 
and activit ies. 
The policy of J-amaica Plab Neighborhood House is to act as if there 
is no difference, ·because peoul e live together best if they do not know 
there is any difference . Th's urevents the fosterin~ of intercul-tura l 
understanding t hrough activities wnich present differences between cul-
tural groups . 
Lincoln House believes that a person should be allowed to join 
whichever grou?s he chooses urovided he is eligible for that group; 
therefore the house should not do anvthing to create or prevent cha.nl?e. 
Therefore any fostering of intercultural understanding which mi~ht create 
cha11ge should not be undertaken. They believe in the "laissez-faire" 
approach which is .one a~proach to the uroblem. 
The policy of Little Rouse of not "looking for trouble" or intro-
ducing things new in experience t o children along this intercultura l line 
prevents the agency from uromotin~ understanding by showing differences. 
North Brighton Community Center feels that because they believe you should 
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TABLE IV 
FACTORS LIMITING . FOSTERING I NTERCULTURAL UNDERSTAi1' DING 
SF.: T'ilT .~ iVENT 
HOUSES REASON. EXPLA P_ T IO~! 
!1 - -----------------------------------------
., Lac k of interest on oart 
I 
Cambridge Community of total community. La ck 
Community Center of awareness of oroblems. 
-------t . -------~-------------------------------- ------
,, Cambridge If we become too con- I' 
1
: f\Teighborhood Policy scious of lack of under-
1! House standing we are apt to 
1
· 
,, -East-End-----. ------------------------~e~(finto-thin~ fac tors 
I Un ion Policy wh1ch a re not there . 
1-------·-------------------------------------- I 
El 'zabeth ~ee no need for fosterin ~ 
I p body House Pol'cy ~nte:rcultura.l understand- ! 
_ea ln~ t o nv greater ex-11 -------------------------------..:t~i!:!i_ __ _:_ _________ l 
II Hecht Less of a need for · nter- ~ 
11 House Ratio of po ulation cul tural . rogr am than if 
II nrooortion different 
II 
J ma ica- Plai~-------- Do n0t act as i f t here is 
a difference . Live to- I 
1: Neighborhood House Policy ""ether best by no t know-
I
ll' --------- 1ng !here is a dif£~,::::nce ,, 
Let each person choose 'I 
I own group . Do not do any- ~ 
1 Lincoln ouse Policy thing to crea te or nre-j_____ vent chan~-----_ 
I Do no t look fo r trouble 
I
' i ttle House Policy or i ntroduce things new ·1 
i ---------- - ----------- in experience to chil~::  Norfolk House Progr am and t · me of ; 
I! __:_~=--------------La:: of ~=ds ___ _::af:~~mited ------ ~ 
1
'1 North Brighton n 1 . 
I 
. · rO l C Y • Commun1ty · Do not make an 1ssue 
'i Center __________ c:_f thing~----- , 
I Roxbury ~~ I Neighborhood House - --Lac k of _:::~f------- TJac k of-~ · nances ![ 
1 South End House lo t good to push t h ings. I Harrison Avenue Neighborhood >Teed to work quietly 
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not make an issue of t h ings , they cannot do things which might nro mo te 
understanding if at the same time they might se em to create an is sue. 
Cambridge Community Center feel s that the community is imiting 
the fosterin~ of i ntercultural understanding to a greater extent. The 
lack of interest on the ~art of the tota l community is caused by t he la c¥ 
of awareness of the nroblem. 
Hecht House feels that the ratio of the population limits t hem in 
fos t ering inte rcultural understanding to a grea ter extent. They bel i eve 
that t here i s less of a need for an intercultural program than if the 
proportion of the population were different. 
Lac¥ of funds limit t he Norfolk House and the Roxbury Neiahborhood 
House in nromoting intercultural understanding to a grea ter extent. The 
lack of funds limits the number of st~ff members and their time as well 
as t he program. 
South End House , Harr i son Avenue, feels that the neighborhood l· ;nits 
them in do ing anythi ng more. They be ieve it is not good to 11 oush t h ings", 
and that they need to work quietly . 
These reflections are the writer's and are not based upon statistics 
of any kind , nor do they refer to authorities in the field. 
All the settlements f ee l that the nolicy they have h s had some 
positive effects upon the neighborhood. The degree ranges from some to 
considerable . The ways the settlement s have affected their neighborhoods 
are similar but they vary slightly. 
Cambri dge Community Center feels that i t has had considerable effect 
If---= 
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on the conunun i t y . It has changed attitudes towar d their policy of inte-
gration. It ha s also brought about a better feeling and great er under-
standing ·between grou·os , A decided change has been brought about in t he 
negro children who resented greatly letting white children i nto t he house , 
Until a f ew years ago it was a negr o center and the negro children felt 
that if the white children came in, the center would soon be taken from 
them for t he white children. 
Cambridge Neighborhood House and East End Union have had so me effect 
on their neighborhoods because they are open to everyone i n t he communit y 
regar dle s s of r ace, color, or creed. Thev do not t olerat e any exoress i on 
of i ntolerance i n t he house. The members see and have the example of 
ever yone being treated as an individuRl . 
Elizabeth Peabody House f eels that they have had some effect by 
treating everyone t he se.me. They set an exarnole of imoa.rtis.li t y nd f F .... ir 
~ la.y. Hecht House believes tha t t hey have had snme effect by doin:s a 
f air job i n t e&ching democr atic l "ving . 
J a ma ica Pla in 1~ eighborhood House considers tha t t hey have had con-
siderable ef f ect on t he neighbor hood . They feel tha t their atti t ude of 
friendliness for everyone sets a pattern . Lincoln House considers its 
effect t o have been f a ir because all ~ind s of neoole come in for all 
~inds of things. Peoole get to know others because the house of f e r s t hem 
a common meeting gr ound, 
The effect of Little House has been coDsidera.ble. Everyone is 
treated fairly a nd alike . ~he opinion of others i s sought and always 
re spected. They have a r eouta tion of always being comnlet e l y impar tial , 
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Norfolk House has had 
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some effect because they treat everyone fairly and 
I 
equally. Everyone is treated as an individual. 
North Brighton Community Center feels that they have had considerable 
effect on the neighborhood. They have brought different gr ou . s together. 
They offer a common meeting ground. The Irish would not get to know the 
Lithuaninas without a common meeting ground like the center. They have 
I 
I 
l
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helped people to realize the lack in the community and to see the qualities j 
of leadership they have among themselves. 
Roxbury Neighborhood House has had considerable effect. They demon-
strate in t he way they work with people their belief i n every individual. 
They recognize and respect each group and all individuals as they come in, 
treating them a ll f airly and equally. 
South Ehd House feels that it has had some effect. They offer a 
common meeting ground for all gr oups. They· cooperate with the church 
and other organizations. Everyone is respected as an individual. 
The effect of the settlements on their neighborhoods is based on 
the evaluation of peo9le who have had a long cont act with the comMunity. 
The exact effect can only be estimated and is purely a mat ter of evalu-
ation on the part of these different individuals. 
i 
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TkBLF. V 
FFTi'ECT Qlli :NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE AGENCY 'S 
POLICY OR STAND 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- ---------· -----------·------------------
SETTLEf\.'[F; NT 
HOUSES 
DEGREE 
OF EF•ECT WAY IT HAS AF'FEC TED N'EIGHBORHOOD. 
---------------- ----· - --- ---------------------
Cambridge Ch~~ged attitudes toward int~gration po11cy and other grouos Oec l ded chan~e 
8ommuni ty Considerable in negro children in 1i ttwg white "' enter children in house 
---c;mbridg~----------------------~open to ~iery;~;-i;-co;;u~ity~-~g~rd:--
Neighborhood Some . ( less of race , color , or creed . Do not 
Hou~e ( tolerate expression of intolerence in 
-----------------------··---thrras~-:-----·---·-·--- ---·--·--------
East End (Everyone treated as an ind·vidual 
Union Some ( 
Elizabeth 
Peabody 
House 
Some Everyone tre ted the same 
-----------------·-------------· -·----------------------------
Hecht 
House Some Done a f~ir job in teaching democratic 
living 
Jamaica Plain-------------------------------------
Nei~hborhood Considerable Attitude of friendliness for everyone 
House sets a pattern 
Lincoln All kinds of peoole come in for all 
House Fair degree kinds of things. People get to know 
------------------------~!he::~ bec~~~-~f ~~on_ meeting ground 
Little 
House Considerable Everyone treated f airly: and alike 
....... -~---------------------------------·-----------------Norfolk 
House Some Everyone treated fa irly and equally 
Centre 
------· ----------· -------------------------- --------
North Brighton Has brought different grour,>s toget.her . 
Community Considerable Common meeting ground. Hel? people to 
_ Center--------·------· ___ __r~lli.e._laillL.in-..Q.QIDIDJ.IDiU---------
Roxbury Demonstrate.in way they wo:rk with oeople 
· · l: d c ·d bl by recogn1z1ng and resoect1ng each Ne1ghbor1oo ons1 era e lndividual. Tneir belief in every indi-
House vidual . . 
--- -------- ------------------ ---··----- ----
South End Gommon meeting ground;cooperate with 
House Some other org nizations, especially cath-
Harrison Ave. olic church 
-·--------- ·-------------------- - - ------------------------
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CHAPTEH V 
SUNJJ11TAHY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis was undertaken to study the current practices i~ settle-
ment hous es in fostering intercultural understanding in order to determine 
(l) whHt methods, direct nd i ndirect, are the settlement houses using 
to foster i ntercultural understanding, (2) what are the houses doin~ to 
combat prejudice and alleviate tensions when they exist among members, 
(3) what are the philosophy and thinking behind the current :,rractices, (4) 
what factors , if any, are preventing the houses from fostering intercul-
tural understanding to a greater extent, and (5) what effect the agency ' s 
policy has had upon the neighborhood. 
Before interpreting the data secured from the United Settlements of 
Great er Boston, from interviews which the writer had with the head workers 
and/or other staff people who knew the neighborhood and the agency, and 
through persona.l observation, the history and philosophy of settlement 
houses were presented in order that the reader mi~ht have a better back-
ground towards understanding the place of the settlement and the role 
t hat it plays in the community . 
The writer briefly gave the background of each settlement house in 
order that the reader might have a bet~er understanding of the differRnces 
cultural understanding. All the houses use some indirect methods . The 
methods and the extent of their use varies greatly from one settlement to 
l another. 
I 
L 
Many use the method of getting people from different cul tural 
40 
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groups to work on a common pro j ect or ~roblem together: a mixed women's 
41 
group which &dvises and works with the staff; a Christmas party sponsored 
by a mixed group , at which the participants became acquainted with many 
different nationality foods and Christmas carols; a mixed co-ed group 
running a teen-age dance; all members supporting and running teas to 
r aise money for camp ; neighborhood people giving advice about and helping 
to teach different nationality dances , songs, and games to children a t 
day camp; a mixed group fixing furniture for a new settlement; a banouet 
put on by all the women 's clubs for all their club members . 
Several use the method of providing a plea.sant socializing exoerience 
for the members of different cul tural groups who do not usually mix a t 
t he settlement: a "wienie" roast for teen-a;;;ers; a summer ca mp where 
children of all r aces and nationalities not only social ize and play to-
ge t her but al so live and work together ; a Mothers' and Daughters 1 
Banquet for all members; Open House; mixed Christmas parties for children 
and a few for adults; mixed scout troops. 
A few use t he method of using an interest group to get people of 
different cultural gr oups together and give them a chance to become a c-
quainted with each other; a mixed folk dance group; a home industries 
group. 
All the houses use the method of interuretation and discussion about 
different grouus when the occasion arises or calls for such interpre-
tation . However, very few seek out opportunities to dis cuss informally 
·I and interpret different cultural gr oups to each other . These few take 
,! 
11 advantage of every opportunity to bri'lg out the good points and foster 
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intercultural understanding by interpretation of different groups. 
Six of t he houses feel that there is no feeling among the members 
of their settlement and therefore t here is no need to combat pre j udices 
and alleviate tensions. A few of the houses where there is feeling be-
tween members did not do anything directly to combat prejudice because 
they believe you should not make an issue of it. They feel that if any-
thing direct is done , you would be making an issue. Two of t he house s 
try to combat prejudice directly by encouraging mixed groups and by 
interpreting their oolicy to members. A few feel that you do not he.ve 
to worry about combating prejudices if you make the program attractive 
enough. One house feels that unless there are open conflicts, it does 
not need to try to combat prejudices. All of t he settlements would do 
somethi ng to combat pre j udice and alleviate tensions if the need, which 
the ma jority of houses interpret to mean ooen conflicts, arose. 
Although the basic philosophy behind settlements, that their pur-
pose is to serve the neighborhood and the individuals in it regardless 
of race, color, or creed , is the sa me for all the houses, t he philosoohy 
and thinkin behind their current practices varies somewhat. IV:any think 
that you can not create understanding if an issue is made of things or 
by bringing attention to differences. Therefore anything designed to 
foster intercultural understanding which would be apt to do either of 
these two thin G?; s should not be undertaken. Along with this often goes 
the belief that if you become too conscious of lack of understanding , you 
are apt to read into situations factors which are not there. There is 
42 
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own group , the house should not try in any way to persuade or i nf l uence 
the person a long this line. Some think tha t t hey should t a ke the 
ulaissez-fa ire" approach to the intercultural problem, Others think 
that the concern and job of the agency i s to present as interest ing a 
progr am as poasible, Then people will have neither the time nor the 
opportunity to be pre j udiced, A few think tha t the way to t ackle t heir 
problem i s to inter pret t heir basic philosophy and di fferent cul t ura l 
groups to all members whenever they ha.ve the opportunity . They also 
beli eve that they should encourage groups to be mixed, A difference 
exists in the thinking about t he need to make a specia l effort to get 
mixed groups to succeed, Some feel that because people j oin groups 
volunt arily a soecia l effort does not need to be made because t he g rouo 
is mixed. Others feel tha t even if thi s is so a special effort must be 
made . The current practices depend to a certa in extent upon t he t h inki ng 
of t he house along this line. Some t hi nk tha t because their puroose is 
to serve the neighborhood as best t hey can , whatever they can do to 
f oster intercultural unders t anding should be done . 
In each set t lement there is some f actor which l i mits t he house in 
fostering intercultura l understanding to a grea t er extent. In two houses 
it is ma inly the lack of funds which necessarily limits the staff and 
the progr am . In t wo houses t he community is the limi ting f actor; in one 
because t he community is not interested nor awar e of the probl em; in the 
other the neighborhood mah·es it nece s sar y for t he house to work ouietly 
and not push things. 
In one house the limiting f actor is the ratio of the po·oul ation. 
___ [ 
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The house thinks that there is less of a need for an intercultural oro-
gram than there would be if the proportion were different. In the other 
seven houses the main limiting cause is a policy of the house. The 
policies vary from not making an issue of things, to not doing anything 
to cre~te or prevent change, or if you are too conscious of a l a ck of 
understanding you are apt to read into things f actors which are not there. 
Also, several houses do not see a need for fostering intercultural under-
standing to a greater extent. 
While fulfilling one of their basic purposes (to help improve the 
environment in 7ihich the individual lives) when they participate in or 
sponsor a community activity, the settlement s at the sa me time are fos -
t ering understanding to a greater or lesser degree . These activities 
bring people from all the different cultural gr oups in the neighborhood 
together to work ·on something of common interest or concern . Since an 
intere st tha t they all have in common brings them together , their dif-
ferences tend to remain in the background. If the activity is successful 
it shows them what can be done when they cooperate and '.vork together. 
Many of the houses ;Jromote neighborhood councils or improvement leagues; 
one house has helped to es tablish a Credit Union; another participates 
in planning a community celebration of Roxbury Day and Patriot 's Day; 
while another works with the Civic Unity Committee. 
The agency's pol icy or stand has had some effect upon the neighbor-
hood in all cases . Five of the houses feel that theyhave had considerable 
effect. All the houses feel that their oolicy of treating everyone 
fairly and equally has had some effect. However, they vary in their 
estimat ion of the degree of effect upon t he neighborhood of treating 
everyone as an individual regar dless of race, color, or creed . 
M.any think that t he neighborhood has· been affected because the 
house offers a cownon meeting gr ound to all peoples and in t hi s way dif -
ferent groups have been brought together. Some/freel that t heir attitude 
of f riendl i ness and fai r play has set a Jatter n for t he neighborhood . 
One feels tha t the neighborhood has been affected by t he job the;r have 
done in teaching democratic living. Anothe r one feel s that t he r e has 
been a definite change in a t t i t ude s tow rds othe r cultural gr ou s because 
of the oolicy of the house t ogether nith the methods they have used to 
promote the ir policy. 
I n conclusion , the writer feels from t h i s study t hat t he r e i s a lack 
of awar enes s on t he part of the settlements studied, of the need for them 
to foster intercultural understanding. World peace can not be achieved 
as long as there are orej ud i ces and misundet"s t andings between peoole . 
Whether or not t here i s feeling among members, each settleme nt should 
use every opportunity thBt it has to promote understanding. There is 
plenty of r oom i n Boston a s well as in the world for greater understanding .
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There is a feeling among some houses tha t t hey do not need to do I . 
ij anything t o promote unde r s tanding unti l conflicts occur, Pr omoting of 
i ntercultura l undet"standing bef or e feelings or ooen conflict s a r i se 
would be easier and mor e effective than wa iting until t hey occur. 
Althou~h all adhe r e to the philosoohy of treating all i ndividuals 
f a irly and equally regardless of race, color, or creed, many houses do 
not think they can or should promot e their Dhilosophy openly among their 
=i 
==============================·~~=========== ----~ membe:s- except, perhaps , by example . A study of the extent to which 
houses can promote their philosophy openly among their members would be 
of great va lue. 
There is a need for the settlements to clarify their role and come 
to an understanding about what they should do to promote i ntercultural 
understanding . The 11 l a issez-faire " attitude seems to be more orevalent 
among the houses than they believe or a re willing to admit. Since the 
history and philosophy of settlement houses stress the leadership role 
of the settlement in the community, this attitude does not seem to be in 
~eeping with their purpose. 
Although the settlements are promoting intercultural understanding , 
a few to a great extent, they do not seem to be using all the opportuni-
ties they have to interpret the best in America to all the members or to 
interpret different cultural groups to each other, The extent of their 
influence and the value of what they do is almost an unknown quantity 
in many cases . Greater knowledge of this would help all the settlements 
greatly in deciding what metho ds and activities would be best to ach ieve 
their purpose. 
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1. What is the general cultural ma ke-up of t he pooule tion of the 
community which your settlement serves? 
2. What groups in the communi t y is there feeling between or against? 
You should judge feeling t o exist when a membe r might not be nar-
ticularly liked just because he belongs t o a certa in cultural 
gr oup. Rate t he degr ee of feeling as : grea t , strong, some, slight, 
3. What i s t he overall pol icy of your agency towa r ds people who would 
like to come to our settlement? 
4 , What is the general cultural make-u~ of gr ou!Js which meet. at the 
house? 
5. '.'That is t he intercultur a l mixture of: 
skill grouos 
soc i al groups 
mass activi t ies 
6 . Do you have t o mahe a. cons cious or nosit i ve effo rt to get i nter-
cultural groups to succeed? 
7 . What happens when no posit ive effort is made? 
8. Yhat is the basis you use for the selection of volunteer leaders ? 
Does their cultura l background make any difference? Does this 
backg round enter in in deciding what group or ~rou~s they will lead? 
9. What i s the basis you use for the selection of paid workers ? Does 
t he ir cultural background make any diffe rence? 
10. Vlhat activities has t he house had recently or is having now which 
might directly or i ndirectly nromote i ntercul tura l unde rstand i ng? 
I 
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ll. What methods, if any, are you using to combat prejudice? Vfhy? 
12. What do you do (or would you) when there are s igns of fri ction or 
actual f ric t i on? 
13. What factors, i f any, are preventing you from fostering intercu1-
tural understanding to a greater extent? 
14. What activities do you have when different cultural gr ou s come to-
gether? 
15. What community activities does your a:rency sponsor or participate in? 
16 . Has your agency ' s sta.nd or policy affected or influenced the 
neighborhood? 
to what degree 
in what way --
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